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LONG BIEN PEOPLE’S COMMITEE 

LE QUY DON SECONDARY SCHOOL 

SCHOOL YEAR: 2022 - 2023 

THE FIRST FINAL TEST – GRADE 6 

Time: 60 minutes 

 

 

I. LISTENING: 

Listen to Scott talking to his cousin Amanda about his school day. Mark the letter A, B, C or D 

on your answer sheet to indicate the right answer. You will listen TWICE. 

Question 1. The bus leaves at ___________. 

A. 7:00    B. 8:00   C. 6:00    D. 9:00  

Question 2. Leo brings his swimming trunks, a pair of __________ and a hat.  

A. sunglasses  B. compass   C. bags    D scissors 

Question 3. Where will Leo leave his phone? 

A. on the beach  B. in his phone case  C. in his bag   D. in the bus 

Question 4. Leo has _________ in his pocket.   

A. umbrella   B. torch   C. bike    D. suncream 

Question 5. When should you apply suncream? 

A. 30 minutes before playing at the sunny beach  

B. 20 minutes before playing at the sunny beach 

C. 30 minutes after playing at the sunny beach   

D. 20 minutes after playing at the sunny beach  

Question 6. They go to the beach ____________. 

 A. on foot   B. by bike    C. by bus    D. by plane 

 

II. VOCABULARY AND GRAMMAR: 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the 

following questions.  

Question 7. A city house is ________ than a country house. 

     A. modern     B. more moderner C. moderner      D. more modern 

Question 8. Mai is a _____ girl. She can chat with her friends all day. 

 A. talk  B. talking  C. talkative D. talked 

Question 9.  _________ colours like blue and yellow can make people feel happy. 

A. A lot B. Any C. Some D. Much 

Question 10. Oh, I’ve cut my finger. Will you give me a ________? 

A. scissors                     B. compass                     C. plaster                 D. sun cream 

Question 11. Where is the pagoda? - Take the second turning ________ the left. 

      A. with  B. of C. on D. in 

Question 12. I want to see famous paintings, so I'm going to visit a(n)________ at the weekend. 

 A. art gallery    B. temple    C. supermarket   D. square 

Question 13. Lan and Mai _________ our bicycles to school now. 

A. ride   B. am riding       C. is riding       D. are riding 

Question 14. Minh _______ lunch with her best friend. 

  A. always have B. always has  C. has always  D. have always 
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Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning 

to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

Question 15. We should take care of our parents and old people. 

      A. look up                   B. look at                   C. look for               D. look after 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in 

meaning to the underlined word(s) in each of the following questions.  

Question 16. That jacket’s too small for you.  

A. big   B. tall              C. short       D. fat 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word to indicate the correct 

response to the following exchange. 

Question 17. A: “Excuse me. Could you thell me the way to the cinema, please?” 

  B: “______________________________” 

A. Go along this street. It’s on your left  B. No, I can’t 

C. Do it yourself.     D. Excuse me, I’m lost. 

 Question 18. Chau: “Jack, let’s go for a picnic this Sunday.”   
    Jack: “__________________________” 

A. Yes. Anything else?     B. That’s fine. What time can we meet? 

C. We can go there by bus.    D. OK. It’s cold and rainy there! 

  

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs 

correction in each of the following questions.  

Question 19. People must wearing a swimsuit in the pool. 

A. people   B. wearing  C. a   D. pool 

Question 20. How many childs does your aunt have? 

A. many   B. childs  C. does  D. have 

 

III. READING: 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct word or 

phrase that best fits each of the numbered blanks. 

From: Huy@gmail.com 

To: Harry@yahoo.com 

Subject: My bedroom 

Hi Harry,  

Nice to meet you! My name is Huy and I am fifteen years old. I live in Ho Chi Minh City with my 

parents, my little sister Hanh and a bull dog Rocky. We live in a house on Hung Vuong Street. My 

house (21) __________ three bedrooms and a small garden.  

I live (22) ___________ my school so I walk to school every day. I like my school and my favorite 

subjects are Maths and Science. I also like to work with computers. What about you?  

My  best  friends  are Nam  and  Quan  and  we  are  in  the  same  class. After school I often go to 

the school canteen with my friends. The canteen has got free wi-fi so we can chat (23) _________ 

while eating or drinking, then we usually go home and do our homework. At the weekend, I (24) 

_________ sports with my friends. We play football and basketball and sometimes we go 

swimming.  

Write soon and tell me about yourself, your friends and your family.  

Best wishes,  
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Huy 

Question 21. A. have     B. has    C. is     D. are  

Question 22. A. next     B. in front    C. near    D. far from  

Question 23. A. offline     B. online    C. inline    D. outline  

Question 24. A. play   B. go   C. have  D. learn 

 

Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C or D to indicate the correct answer to 

each of the questions.  

 Phong Nha - Ke Bang National Park is a UNESCO World Heritage Site, located in the Bo 

Trach and Minh Hoa Districts of central Quang Binh Province, in north- central Viet Nam. Phong 

Nha – Ke Bang is famous for its cave systems. It has 300 caves with a total length of about 70 km, 

of which only 20 have been surveyed by Vietnamese and British scientists. The park contains Ke 

Bang Forest and many fascinating rock formations. Travelers should take a boat ride through 

underground rivers to experience nature and enjoy fresh air. 

Question 25. Where is Phong Nha - Ke Bang? 

A. It’s in Quang Binh Province   B. It’s in Quang Nam Province  

C. It’s Quang Ngai Province    D. It’s in Quang Ninh Province  

Question 26. What is it famous for? 

A. It is famous for its beauty.     B. It is famous for its cave systems.  

C. It is famous for its waterfall.    D. It is famous for its island systems.  

Question 27. How many caves are there in Phong Nha-Ke Bang? 

A. 300.    B. 70   C. 20   D. 3000   

Question 28. What should travelers do when they travel there? 

A. They should ride a boat to enjoy the fresh air.  

B. They should go in the park to see rocks.  

C. They should visit Ke Bang Forest to see fascinating rock formations. 

D. They should take a boat ride through underground rivers to experience nature and enjoy 

fresh air. 

 

IV. PHONETICS: 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part 

differs from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.  

Question 29. A. books  B. sinks   C. flats  D. bags  

Question 30. A. spring  B. speak  C. should  D. summer  

Question 31. A. please  B. read  C. head  D. teacher 

Question 32. A. top B. ten   C. tomato  D. future 

 

V. WRITING: 

Rearrange the following words and punctuation marks to complete the sentences and mark the 

letter A, B, C, or D on your answer to indicate the correct answer. 

Question 33. They/ do/ often /the library/ homework /in/./ 

A. They do often the library in homework. 

B. They often do the library in homework. 
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C. They do often homework in the library. 

D. They often do homework in the library. 

Question 34. to / you / listening / why/ music / loudly/ at present/ are/?/ 

A. Why are you listening to music loudly at present? 

B. Why you are listening to music loudly at present? 

C. Why at present you are listening to music loudly? 

D. Why at present are you loudly listening to music? 

Mark the letter A, B, C or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence which has a similar 

meaning to the first one. 

Question 35. It’s not good to spend a lot of time watching TV 

A. You should spend a lot of time watching TV. 

B. You should spending  a lot of time watching TV. 

C. You shouldn’t spend a lot of time watching TV. 

D. You shouldn’t spending a lot of time watching TV. 

Question 36. What about going camping in the mountain? 

A. Don’t go camping in the mountain. 

B. People never go camping in the mountain. 

C. Why going camping in the mountain? 

D. Let’s go camping in the mountain 

Question 37. They don’t allow tourists to cross the desert alone. 

A. Tourists mustn’t crossing the desert alone. 

B. Tourists mustn’t cross the desert alone. 

C. Tourists mustn’t allow to cross the desert alone. 

D. Tourists mustn’t allowing to cross the desert alone. 

Question 38. The garden is behind Linh’s house. 

A. Linh’s house is in front of the garden. 

B. Linh’s house is next to the garden. 

C. Linh’s house is under the garden. 

D. Linh’s house is on the garden. 

Complete the second sentence so that it means the same as the first. 

Question 39. There is a lot of vitamin C in strawberries. 

 Strawberries _______________________________________________________. 

Question 40. Our theater is bigger than our cinema. 

 Our cinema is ______________________________________________________. 

 

 

-The end- 

 

 


